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Transcending Earth School
♥ NEW Earth is Heaven Anchored Through YOU here ♥

What is Heaven to You and Heaven to Me may be very different things
Yet it isn't about "what it is", it's the feeling of Pure Joy, the feeling of magic & bliss, the feeling of
our actual EXPERIENCE that opens up ACCESS for more for each of us to anchor fully from
within and how we all show up to fulfill our highest aligned service roles here.
(This is not a "pressure thing", it's a PURE LOVE thing.)
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Aloha beautiful Star-Light BEing Family!
Beaming Cosmic Rays of Diamond Rainbow Light to you!!!!!! Keep embracing your own NEW
Earth Realities and inJOYing the magic as you do! If you are experiencing challenging situations,
our hearts are with you as you maneuver the immensity of various akashic clearings occurring all
over the planet right now. Remember, these are important for shifting into much higher timelines.
As the old dissolves, the new can come forth.
Our human experiences will assist us in clearing out all of those energies that were in "our way".
All of those protections mechanisms "against", all of those excuses, all of those walls, all of those
"reasons why we couldn't"..... all of that energy goes.
The first thing we all have to do, is get over the judgment about all.... and start to open up to
POSSIBILITY and KNOWING, that defies the laws of the limited human experience here.
The next thing we do is BELIEVE.... and open up to a much higher vibrational/dimensional
EXPERIENCE to actually occur....
The next thing we do is look at our whole life, and see where "happy, joy, bliss and magic" are not
reflected through our actual experiences.... then we have to DECIDE... otherwise our
experiences continue to reflect our "lack" back to us, to experience until we are "done" fully
inside... and fully ready for a NEW EXPERIENCE... one that is beautiful, amazing and supports
LIVING our own LIGHT.
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For our human/ego aspect, this is challenging for awhile. All the limiting beliefs, all the
conditioning, all the programs, all the attachments and "need".... this we have to work through
ourselves, with or without the assistance of "others" (an aspect of ourselves).... because, in
ESSENCE, if we are not ready... nothing can happen for us, other than the things we do not
want.... which is what occurs when timelines vibrationally collapse (which is a unification within
itself).
Learning to LIVE OUR DREAMS and maneuver timeline shifts, navigate the various dimensional
realities available (or present)... is a part of all of our human "school" experiences here. It's also a
part of what we wake up "in" and "through".... for Transcendence to occur, once we have
resolved all inside of ourselves and recalled/merged all of our fractals/aspects fully back inside
again.
Our "dreams" change.... constantly, which is why we don't get "stuck" on things, or affix to
things.... as things don't define our happiness, our joy, our worth.... things SUPPORT fulfilling our
highest purposes/roles/missions here, they are but ENERGY IN FORM that we learn to utilize, to
make a difference in the upliftment and re-evolution of hUmaNITY here.
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Ascension and Embodiment... many use these words. They are words to describe a process of
awakening and returning to Sovereignty, Mastery and holding PURE SOURCE LIGHT
CONSCIOUSNESS fully, from within our actual physical bodies, which is a huge transformation
and transition process that's never-ending. We are always awaking, activating and integrating
MORE from within us, as we clear any programming still held on a cellular level, which differs
with each LightBody phase.
EVERYONE COMING TO LIVE A NEW EARTH EXPERIENCE FULLY will go through ALL of
these processes their own self. DNA re-writing can't be done by "anyone else". Yes, we can
activate each other and even hold others in our fields, to accelerate the process exponentially,
because consciousness dictates the physical... instead of the other way around like in our 3D/4D
experiences before. Yes, other's DNA can be re-written through exposure, which is just one of our
roles here. Whether virtual or in-person, each serves different purposes and acceleration is
different too.
BEing IN a Unified Field of Pure Consciousness, there's really no way to explain the experience.
It's beyond beautiful, easy and soft... simple, profound and there is pure peace, magic and love....
a purity, an innocence, immense kindness and caring... that transcends the entire human
experience as it was "before".
BEcoming the entire Unified Field of Pure Source Consciousness, means you are this and you
hold all in place. It means that all in your field are benefiting and receiving the immensity of these
Pure Source Light Codes through presence, activating their field, their dormant Higher
Consciousness DNA.... often without a clue (or intentionally where we each consciously agree to
this). Holding this space, this place, this presence.... the vastness of NEW EARTH from within
and transmitting it out with your whole ENERGY, BODY, PRESENCE, FIELD.... you are the
Cosmic Gateway, you are the Galactic Gateway, You are the Ascension Gateway, you are the
RAINBOW BRIDGE... which is a tiny part of what Gatekeepers/Gridkeepers/BridgeKeepers
are/do.
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You are the bridge, literally, between the Heavens/Cosmos and Earth. Being able to HOLD this,
where Heaven and Earth "meet" (come together). We all are. WE hold this with our whole
LightBody, with our Energy, our Presence... and all within this FIELD get to experience the magic,
the bliss, the amazingness too. Literally... the most beautiful, pristine and simple realities...
This is what we do, as EMBODIERS.... WE HOLD ALL FULLY FROM WITHIN.... We don't shrink
down, go small, hide our light or succumb to any ego anything (separation). We have the
capability to complete transform all into Light ourselves, bring all into a SPACE OF PURE DIVINE
LOVE.... just by BEing ... our selves.
This Divinity, this Purity, this Presence, this Essence... brings such grace, elegance and ease... to
every situation, to every experience... there is no "trying... it's our way of BEing.... it's how we
LIVE EVERY MOMENT and every BREATH.... We don't separate off into human ego anything
anymore, because the ego represents lack, fear and all of the lower frequency bandwidth
energies of survival, safe and security.... which we don't "need" anymore....
Through Embodying our highest selves, through holding our own light, through BEing pure
Love... we recognize old programming and we choose not to bring that into our field, into our
realities... as it serves no purpose/any of us.... we allow it to play out somewhere else, which
correlates to "Old Earth". Vibrationally, the two cannot exist within the same space. For short
periods, for a brief exchange, sure.... yet not for very long, otherwise the UNIFIED FIELD IS
COMPROMISED, which affects everyone's reality.... and transports each back to old earth for an
unconscious experience to "learn" and clear karmic timelines again. This is not a desired
consciously chosen experience. Ever.
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As we all (re)unite here... as Star Beings, Ambassadors, Emissaries, Christed BEings, Pure
Source Light BEings.... as each steps-up and forth to honor and fulfill their highest roles here...
we increase the transmission of NEW EARTH exponentially... making all possible for everyone to
LIVE this here too.... as they are truly ready... just like we had to be.
The human aspect has no idea what Gatekeepers & Gridkeepers do. Yet in order to LIVE the
NEW EARTH Experience fully, each becomes this themselves. It's challenging at first, because a
huge part of this process is resolving our own lack programming, while fulfilling service roles from
our purest place inside. There's a huge process where our own body has to link up to Gaia's
Consciousness and we merge as ONE, pure love, pure gratitude, pure appreciation, pure
RESPECT and appreciation and she breathes through us.... our own Grids of our bodies re-tuned
constantly, so our bodies go through a lot. Holding Light within us while our bodies are re-writing
DNA, recoding, recalibrating and the density "drops"... it's a huge undertaking/process that isn't
visible to others not in our everyday lives....
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So many are now going through this part. The immense physical body upgrades. Entire
collectives not understanding (and resisting/inner-fearing with) their body's evolution, their
LightBody evolving, their own DNA re-writes... still "trying" to fit what's happening with their body
into "old boxes/belief systems", instead of "getting out of their own way" and allowing these
immense processes to occur naturally, easily and organically. Supporting our evolving
LightBodies is KEY... especially through the intensity, weird, "appearing" unexplainable", the
bizarre and often very uncomfortable, even painful for awhile. Eventually all this clears... as
each's body becomes fully conscious again and links up to Cosmic Stargates, NEW Earth Grids
and more. Crystals forming, the body's operating system being completely re-worked, structures
(bones/teeth) and systems (body chemicals, bloods, glands, organs)... all. Every part of the
physical body goes through a huge transition/transformation/re-everything.... and not one part of
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL BODIES fits into linear boxes/beliefs/experiences....
Carbon-based bodies functioned linearly and required different things to function. All of this
changes when the body starts to evolve on a Quantum Level, as photonic Light works through
the body, breaking down all of those linear constructs, which made up each's Old Earth innermatrix.... relative to a dimensional existence. Silicon-Crystalline (Photonic/Plasma) Crystalline
LightBodies can't "live" in those dimensions/frequency bandwidths. Literally. These intricate
processes push the human ego beyond their current limits to literally vibrate into other
dimensions and literally leave the old ones. You will understand this when you "try to go back" or
"fit into and old reality" and you can't. When others try to "push you back", you won't be able to ...
you'll actually feel this... and realize how you literally can't. Then it becomes about what you are
willing to tolerate and allow, because now it becomes about compromising your own NEW
EARTH REALITIES and eventually you won't be willing to do this anymore... not for any
reason..... your whole LIFE CHANGES...
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This Equinox Passageway, Gateways openings, are a marker point for us all. These mark the
moment where all who are truly ready.... transition out of their own Old Earth realities into their
NEW EARTH REALITIES more. The reason it's so important, is because it's massive collectives
doing this.... which then correlates to the collective LIGHT QUOTIENT, which "tips the scales"
huge, which "changes the tides" huge... which UP-SHIFTS ENTIRE TIMELINES to all new ones,
with the blink of an "eye"....
All comes forth as each is truly ready for this. All "arrives" as each reaches the vibration for this.
All materializes in form, as each holds the ENERGY themselves, as each lives this and transmits
this fully out... through presence, through breath, through every conscious act of kindness, love
and consideration....
At first, NEW Earth is supportive energies, one where each realizes they will always be
supported, no matter what.... comes to feel and experience the pure abundance available, which
opens portals/doors for much higher dimensional experiences to become available for all
CONTRIBUTING in every way. Uniting to contribute is very different than the old ways where all
came together out of lack. For human experiences, this will drive many together, to learn to
share, to learn to support, to learn to care, to learn to work in unity for a higher purpose, much
bigger than themselves. This is an important part of the process as well, because the
unconscious human can't see beyond themselves or what they are going through or what they
"want". As each "learns" to live this way.... then much bigger realities open up... ones that support
bigger purposes, bigger realities... and require more from each one of us than ever before....
In order to accomplish these "much bigger realities", we have to love, honor and respect
ourselves fully and our priorities have to change. Alot. Completely. This can occur easily or
harshly... depending on how open we are, how easily we step-up/step-forth, how easily we
contribute and how deeply we care, on a Soul Level, from this deeply Sacred Connection and
Space that we live from.... our own willingness to be the difference, our own efforts daily to make
a difference, our own sharing of our Energy (as appropriate) and our own refusal to keep allowing
anything of the old to be brought forth into this PRESENT MOMENT, because we live from PURE
SOURCE CREATION, where this moment creates, this moment vibrationally activates all higher
timelines to come forth, this moment dictates the next.... which means our energy, our conscious
actions, our own presence.... does this. We take great care in all. It is this important. ♥
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NEW EARTH IS AVAILABLE to all who truly, fully and willingly embrace this as a WHOLE NEW
REALITY EXPERIENCE... as a whole new LIFE that looks nothing like our old..... This is what we
DO here, WE hold NEW EARTH IN PLACE.... with our every breath, with our every action, with
our entire PRESENCE..... our experiences are our reflection back.... of what we currently hold....
of our own priorities and our own ability to BE our Highest Aspects/Versions/Selves.... IN EVERY
MOMENT .....
It gets a bit "weird and bizarre", when we are standing in a DREAM.... where the colors, the skies,
the entire physical reality is magical. Other's judgments just don't matter anymore.... because we
don't hold this within us .... and we realize that judgement shuts the door to NEW EARTH
REALITIES materializing into the physical for all playing in these energies still.....
"The Event" is where each realizes, fully, that old earth can't come through to new.... that old
earth was each's fabrication, each's own earthly experience to wake up THROUGH.... and that as
each is truly ready to move to NEW EARTH too.... that there is a dimensional plane of existence
where we all work, live, exist as LOVE, through Pure Unity Consciousness, our fully
REMEMBERED STATES... Until this "time" (vibration) occurs in each, there will be a vibrational
mis-match where co-existence can't fully occur. This is where each learns to see this within their
own realities and chooses to shift all to a much higher timeline (vibrationally), so that vibrational
harmonic synchronization can occur......
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As each is fully conscious, the old falls away.... dissolves.... literally..... there will be no memory,
as that entire Akash clears within each/all. What replaces this is NEW.... remembrance.... of
LOVE and PURE Existences... and this is what we bring forth and live out through our NEW
EARTH EXISTENCES here.
Unity is a presence, it's an ENERGY that we hold... and anything not vibrationally aligned with
this... is loud. Because of this, it's easy to say no. It's easy to shift to where all is soft, loving, kind,
respectful and easy again. It does mean "moving on" constantly and letting the old fall away.... It
does mean "no holding on", no attachment, no cords... or these will drain YOUR ENERGY, your
vitality, your vibrancy, your NEW EARTH right out of you and you'll be "back on old earth" in
realities to resolve/dissolve again, where you have to focus on recharging, replenishing,
rebuilding your own Light all over again.... and you will start to understand what happens to your
physical body and your psychical reality when you let your light deplete.... It will affect your
everything....
Holding Light, holding codes (as the ancients and key-code holders), holding the immensity of
this energy to hold/generate the UNIFIED FIELD OF FULL CONSCIOUSNESS.... this is what we
do here. It takes everything we have/are to do this, so allowing unconsciousness in our fields for
very long, means that we are compromising, not holding, not fulfilling our highest everything here.
As all are fully conscious and truly ready to UNITE, we do this.... we have to gauge, identify and
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choose... just as all do.... The moments we do come together, all fully on-board... it's beyond
beautiful to experience. Most can only maintain/sustain this for a very short time, because of how
demanding full presence and consciousness is on their bodies/realities... Personally, I've not
come into contact with many that can sustain, not going back unconscious for various reasons,
usually a human experience where they've not worked through their own ego programming fully
yet. Eve has been the only one truly ready to embrace and step up to the plate and bring all forth
to unite, share and anchor much higher timelines/dimensional realities here together as our StarLight Family incarnate here. I know there are others, yet they've not shown themselves fully yet,
through their actions/energy, yet this is shifting as we all go. More are preparing, more are
stepping up and forth, more are actually "doing" instead of waiting/sitting back/going back to their
"safe" ego realities, like before.
The "call" for StarSeeds/Souls to awaken, step up, step forth, open up, share, support, unite....
gets LOUDER with every passageway we enter into now. Solstices & Equinoxes are huge
completions and openings for us all. We are still deeply in this one... which leads us into the next.
With every moment in-between a passageway, opening up massive portals to our NEW and
opportunities for each to embrace and anchor more NEW EARTH through them too!
Don't you love our NEW REALITIES HERE? Where all is up to each, where every reality is now
dictated by each's focus, contribution and Light? You are the portal, you shine your Light... you
emanate LOVE out and you stay focused on what's highest aligned...and we will all "meet" and
come together when our vibrations/energy are synchronized for this to occur. Our Energy
Signatures, our Light Beacons transmit this for us, for each one of us to "find" ... as we feel the
LOVE transmitted, we recognize each other again. This is how we reconnect and remember fully
here. ♥
I love you! Happy Equinox Passageway and anchoring more new through you too! Honor your
body as it integrates these immense Light Codes and re-writes your DNA for you. Surrender your
own Ego and embrace the "new" and don't forget to continually STEP-UP! Tis how we roll as
Light Keepers/Beings here!

p.s. For those who utilize Facebook, I post Cosmic Energy Updates for the LightBody in real-time
on my personal and public FB pages. I post everything else on my website, yet the real-time
posts are way too many to do this.... as I don't sit on FB like I did in the early years, because my
own service work schedule dramatically increased to the point that I had to let that go, except as
appropriate. I have new articles (Light Encoded Activating & Teachings for those who consciously
use these for expansion purposes too). The recent interviews are up for all, with new ones
coming. We provide as much as we can for free, while the rest of what we do serve very specific
purposes for supporting multitudes, the programs, the teams, the projects and all related
to anchoring more NEW Earth for all here. Others don't see all of what goes on behind the
scenes every day to accomplish the immensity of all that we do. Only those who can also see the
much bigger picture can see/understand this..... we don't even try to explain anymore. We just
keep "doing" as is highest aligned and we share as is appropriate along the way. ♥
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Keep embracing and making Magic! Abundant blessings from our beLOVED LeMUria
Kauai,

♥ Lisa ♥

THE REASON "THAT" KEPT STAYING AROUND IS BECAUSE WE KEPT KEEPING IT
AROUND
As we awaken, we start to realize more of how we have to "just let go". Our holding on
kept that in our reality.... our fears, our stories, our needs (which equates to our lack of
self-love and deep sacred connection inside)
Part of RETURNING to our Purest Divine US is REMEMBERING what pure love truly is... and it's
inside of us... deep inside... it's OUR SOUL.... and once we re-connect with this place/this space
deep inside again, nothing else can ever compare... ever again.
(Not even Divine Soul Union in the External, as that's only a COMPLIMENT to what we already
are and also serving our service roles here.)
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NEWEST LIGHT ENCODED ARTICLES

RESOLVING THE BATTLE OF THE STAR NATIONS
(from within you - These codes do this for all)
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Star BEings and Galactics WALK THIS PLANET.... as NEW Earth Light
BEings in physical form here....
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Powerful Equinox Gateways Are Opening: Seals Opening, Stellar
Codes Releasing as Harmonic Magnetics Re-Calibration Increases for
all
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Embracing the Magnificence of Your Highest Soul Aligned NEW
Earth REALities - Birthed from Creation through Unity
Consciousness as LOVE....
(Tons of photos in a huge gallery too!)
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LIVING
A QUANTUM EXISTENCE:
WHERE LIGHT AND MATTER
ARE ONE
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DNA LIGHTBODY
and
QUANTUM UNIFIED FIELD ALIGNMENT:
Divine Abundance Flow
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Human Collectives: Relationships Come "Under Fire". It's Evolve
Your Relationships "time" (Vibrationally)
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Mid-September
Multi-Dimensional Energy Report/Overview:
SYSTEMIC RECONFIGURATIONS Begin
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Your Level of Consciousness is Going to BE BEyond Important with
these Upcoming "Times"
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Transforming 3D Mindsets/Energy into 5D Energy:
Guilt Into Gratitude & Gifts
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